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SAN FRANCISCO—Jack Hall,
ILWU regional director for Hawaii, was acquitted January 20
by a unanimous ruliag of the US
Court of Appeals here, acting in
line with the Supreme Court's
recent ruling that reversed a
number of Smith Act convictions
in California.

With this ruling the case against
seven defendants in Hawaii and four in
Seattle came to an end. Hall had been
sentenced to five years in prison and
fined $5,000.
Judge Richard H. Chambers, who
wrote the decision said the supreme
court's opinion last June ". .. leaves
the Smith Act, as to any further prosecution under it, a virtual shambles."
The three-man decision, written by
Judge Chambers and concurred in by
Frederick G. Harnley and William H.
Hastie, said the Smith Act cases
. . must be reversed" because the
". . . Yates case is no longer the law."
In the Yates case the supreme court
ruled that "preaching abstractly" was
not a crime under the Smith Act.
Said the judges: "Applying Yates to
summaries made by counsel for the
government, we could only arrive at the conclusion that the cases must be
reversed with instructions to enter
judgment
in favor of all defendants."
ILWU
Local
142
headquarters in
Union officials, office workers and guests at
ViNDICATION EXPECTED
Honolulu celebrated armnd a portrait of Jack Hall soon after they learned of the
'court decision ending the case against Hall and six other Hawaii defendants. Seen drinking a toast around the porHall himself, when told of the detrait of Hall are left to right (kneeling) Jose Corpuz and Seiko Shiroma; (standing) Fred Saki, Fujie Yea, Mrs. cision, said:
Eileen Fujimoto (another of the seven defendants), Tadashi Ogawa, Ernest Arena, Joe (Blurr) Kealalio, Mrs. Priscilla
"My vindication was expected. I have
Shishido, Calixto Damaso and John Maletta, member of ILWU International Exticutive Board, then meeting in Honolulu. always held the high courts in high
In the background is a portrait of Delbert E. Metzger, the revered former federal judge who is known as a friend of regard. I bear no animosity toward the
labor and who appeared as a character witness for Hall during the Smith Act 'trial.
jurors in the trial courts."
The officers of the mvvu, President
Harry Bridges, First Vice President
J. R. Robertson, Second Vice President
Germain Bulcke and Secretary-Treasurer Louis Goldblatt made the following,comment:
'"Jack Hall deserves every congratulation from the entire ILWU on his
ILWU
they
President
said
handed
employers
Harry
Bridges
the
cents,
but
HONOLULU -- As The Discomplete vindication of the frame-up
not make any olier becau.,e the Philip Maxwell a written note reading
charges against him.
patcher went to press, one day would
as follows:
union "would reject it."
"Despite the strain and harassment
"no
contract,
no
the
befgre
'We are prepared to settle and
STRIKE PREPARATIONS
of a lengthy trial, facing a long and
reach
less
agreement
something
at
work" deadline in sugar negotiaAn enlarged negotiating committee
harsh jail term, and continually
than 25 cents per hour in order to
hounded and harried by agents of the
tions here, no offer had been ' is proceeding with strike preparations
avoid a strike.
Signed,
but has made it clear they are ready
Department of Justice, 3"ack.Hall never
H. B.
'
made by employers representing to meet with the employers ":.. on an
let up in the trade union responsibili"The employers said they would not ties he carried on in Hawaii. Hall's trial
26 sugar plantations despite a hours notice, when they were ready to
make an offer because we 'would re- and conviction came about because of
an offer."
statement by the Local 142 sugar make
An official bulletin, distributed to ject' it.
the kind of' union leadership he has
negotiating, committee that the the membership of Local 142 in Iiav,aii,
"We advised the employers we would always displayed, and only after he rean
reach
union was prepared to
explained the •situation in these words: be ready to meet with them on • an fused a chance to get out from under
"Negotiations with the sugar indusi hours' notice when they were ready to if he would betray the union and, his
agreement "at something less
try were broken- off at 12 minutes make an offer and then walked out. co-defendants.
than 25c" in order to avoid a after 10 this morning, Tuesday, Janu- • "The employers have felleatedly said
"Throughout this persecution Hall
strike.
.ary. 28, when the employers refused publicly that) they are prepared to has been solidly supported by the memNegotiations broke off Tuesday to make a wage offer in spite of re- make a reasonable wage increase but bership of the entire ILWU on the
morning after the sugar negotiating peated requests by the union that they have not yet offered even a single mainland and in Hawaii, and by his
penny even though the contract ex- many friends outside the union movecommittee expressed a desire to move do so.
"As the sessions drew to a close, pires Only three days from now."
(Continued on Page 8)
away from the original demand of 25

Victory Celebration

Stalemate Reached in Negotiations
As Sugar Employers M•ice No -Offer
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In our day these economic truths have become accepted as selfevident. We have accepted, so to speak, a second Bill of Rights under
which a new basis of security and prosperity can Se established for
all—regardless of station, race or creed.
"Among these are;
"The right to a useful and remunerative job in the industries, or
shops or foots or mines of the Nation;
"The right to earn enough to provide adequate food and clothing
and recreation;
"The right of every farmer to raise and sell his products at a
return which will give him and his family a decent living;
"The right of every businessman, large and small, to trade in an
atmosphere of freedom from unfair competition and domination
from monopolies at home and abroad;
"The right of every family to a decent home;
"The right to adequate medical care and the opportunity to
achieve and enjoy good health;
"The right to adequate protection from the economic fears of old
age, sickness, accident, and unemployment;
"The right to a good education."
—Franklin D. Roosevelt, January 11, 1944
PHIL DREW

OMMEMORATION of the birthday of

C

STO fascism, instead of fightipg it, we

IT'S CLEAR from some of the letters which have come in on
the last column dealing with Reuther's "profit-sharing"
scheme that something more ought to be said about it.
The point right now is whether under conditions as they are
today any union can hope to make traction or can advance the
interest or security of the rank and file by pursuing this kind
of goal.
One nationally known labor reporter who was critical of the
employers' quick rejection of Reuther's profit-sharing idea
pointed out that:
"Its basic aim is to establish _a sense of partnership that will
give workers more incentive for stepping up productivity and
helping the company prosper."
In this light there is no difference between Reuther's profitsharing and the proposals of GM and Ford a few years back to
give the workers stock shares in the company in lieu of the
so-called guaranteed annual wage.
Profit-sharing can't help but be pie in the sky. The idea is
that if you speedup on the job and reduce labor costs, profits
will grow and some part of the increase will eventually Alter
down to the workers. Wouldn't it be easier to just go out and
get more for your labor and let it go at that? Let the employers
worry about how high the profits are—so far they've had little
to worry about. And let the union concern itself first with the
needs of its members and second with the development of the
right kind of program and of sufficient unity and strength to
win improvements and gains.
iNt
UT TAKE A LOOK at the profit-sharing proposal in the light
of the facts facing the workers in the auto industry today.
The industry is now producing at less than 65 per cent of
capacity. Over 300,000 union members—primarily employed in
auto and aircraft—are unemployed. Many more are working
three and four day weeks.
That explains why at both the '56 and '57 conventions the
union announced that its first goal in negotiations would be a
shorter work week. A shorter work week with no reduction in
pay would help meet the growing unemployment and the cutback in hours and earnings. Actually, the productive capacity
of the industry, the new machines and the new—sourao.c—of

are aiding it as in Franco Spain, and energy, hold out the promise of a shorter work week, a lighter
Secretary of State Dulles is publicly wishing burden of work, and a rising standard of living.
To propose instead—as Reuther does—that all profits over
that all South American governments could be
like that of Venezuela because "it attracts 10 per cent should be divided half to the stockholders and execuforeign capital." Our tax money is being used tives, a quarter to the workers, and a quarter to the- purin many places to keep corrupt regimes in chasers of cars, Is to turn your back on the real problem facing
the workers now working short weeks and those with no work
power.
all.
at
Natural resources are being turned over to
In the face of the growing economic recession all workers
private enterprise, cooperative power groups
are being forced to turn to private capital for need job .security first. A share of the employers' profit—even if
won—wouldn't provide anything for the unemployed worker or
loans at high interest rates.
As the national economic picture begins to the part-time worker.
• In addition, to proclaim that the demand for a shorter work
worsen, the responsibility of the government
to act—and act quickly—in the interest of the week must be dropped in order to meet the threat of the Russian
sputnik is a fraud on the face of it.'
great mass of the people grows each day.
The owners of the auto industry are laying off workers, reThe needs are clear and the great tasks
which the Roosevelt administration took up in ducing hours, and operating their plants at less than two-thirds
the Thirties are still before us today. On this capacity. The decisions to do this were made by the owners of
anniversary of Roosevelt's birth we would do industry because they can't sell all the cars which could be prowell to recall the determination and steadfast- duced at the inflated prices being asked.
ness with which the labor movement led the
fight for the New Deal program.
There was much with which we took issue IN THE FACE of this kind of a cutback the workers affected
IT WAS this concept that brought us social and there were many gaps and omissions in
have no alternative but to fight for a shorter work week with
security, a minimum wage and maximum those days. But the important thing was that no reduction in pay. Only this will spread the work and mainhour law, abolishment of child labor, the Wag- we were on the move and that there was a di- tain the workers' income.
A shorter work week will not reduce production. A stretched
ner Act, slum clearance and public housing, rection in American political life—a set of
out work week, such as that suggested by Democratic Leader
the good neighbor foreign policy and a con- goals which inspired the working people.
It is not impossible to reestablish that same Lyndon Johnson, will not increase production. Under our'ecotinued fight against totalitarianism:
surge of action and dedication. What is re- nomic system it's the prospect for profits, and nothing else,
This concept of government left the White quired is that the people, and particularly
House with Roosevelt's death. The Truman labor, rally against the purposes and misdirec- which determines the scale of a plant's operations. If the owners
administration with no real concept of its own tion,.the hysteria and calculated misinforma- of industry have to pay overtime rates after 30 hours Instead
coasted on its fruits but did nothing to fur- tion which today characterize our national of 40 hours, they, might hire more workers in maintaining or
even expanding production. For a union leader to offer to sacrither it.
leadership.
so basic a demand—reducing the burden and the hours on
fice
'adminisEisenhower
With the advent of the
We must recapture the sense of confidence
job—in
the
the present situation is phony on the face of it.
tration the Roosevelt concept was completely in our own ability and recognize the great
How do these principles, which have been applied to profitreversed, and we began to get maximum inter- potential power of the labor movement--to
of our own problems?
ference in the personal lives of the people and. help -lead America again along the road that sharing, add up when used on some
like those confronting
exactly
not
are
problems
Although
our
minimum operation of government to solve we helped build when FDR was President.
the auto workers, in longshore we do have a situation which is
collective problems. Agents of government
at least as complicated. We have to develop a realistic trade
badger citizens and immigrants, and until the
union program in longshore in the face of widespread mechaniSupreme Court intervened, congressional witchAnd this is what the caucus delegates at Portland tried
zation.
encouraged
to
hunting committees have been
out a few months back. The ILWU program, which will
work
to
wreck reputations, and even lives by smear and
Poblished by the I00000'Hemel tesyshermen's and Waraltavaeasaa's Wad
be the guide for our whole approach to -mechanization in longinnuendo.
MORRIS WATSON, EDITOR
contains the following points;
Social security .has been allowed to remain Published every two weeks by the International Long- shore,
—Guarantee against speedup.
has
inadequate and in the red, and its coverage
Union at 150 Golden
shoremen's & Warehousemen
—Guarantee of safety.
not been expanded. The Wagner Act has Gate Ave., San Francisco 2, Calif. Entered as second
—Guarantee against any layoffs of the basic work force.
1942,
15,
at
the
Office
at
class
Dec.
Post
matter
as
of
turned into the Taft-Hartley Act and the pres- San Francisco, Calif., under the Act of August 24, 1912.
—No reduction in take-home pay.
ent session of Congress is getting ready to Subscriptions $1.50.per year.
—Shortening the work shift.
150 Golden Gale Ave., San Francisco 2, Calif.
sweep away more rights of organized labor.
—A restudy of the possibility of a guaranteed work opporPhone PRospect 5-0533 or PRospeet 5-2220
tunity to provide a guaranteed weekly take-home pay.
Slum clearance, public housing and school HARRY
LOUIS GOLDBLATT,
BRIDGES.
—Improvements
in pensions, welfare and vacations.
favor
in
Secretary-Treasurer
drain
the
down
President
going
building aid are
GERMAIN BULCKE.
R. ROBERTSON.
Our approach, as it -has always been, is to start from the
of bigger and more expenshie armaments and I.First
President
Vice
Second
Vice President
point of the interests and welfare of the workers and develop a
MORRIS WATSON.
FAIRLEY.
the good neighbor foreign policy is out in favor LINCOLN
Informntion Director
Research Director
program from there.
(Deadline for next issue:•February 10)
of cold war and increased world tensions.

President Franklin D. Roosevelt this week
brings poignant memory of the great program
for human happiness which he launched, and
sad contemplation of the careful. chopping job
being done by the present Cadillac administration on those parts of the program which were
achieved before he died.
President Roosevelt passionately believed in
human pursuit of happiness and he strove to
remove the economic, political and social. barriers which for millions made such pursuit a
mere and meaningless phrase out of context
from the Declaration of Independence.
His concept of government was that it
should give the people what they wanted, and
- he properly assumed that what they wanted
was a minimum of governmental interference
in their personal lives and a maximum operation of government toward solution of those
problems before which the individual is helpless.

Afar JL
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Local 26
Defeats a
Teamo Raid
LOS ANGELES—In an NLRB election in which 460 persons out of a potential 485 voted, ILWU Local 26 de-;
feated a Teamster raid on the wholesale drug industry by a vote of 287 to
172. Ten votes were cast for no union.
Four companies under contract to
Local 26, with warehouses in Los Angeles, Long Beach, Notth Hollywood
and San Diego, were objectives of the
Teamster raid. They are McKesson .&
Robbins, Los Angeles Drug, Morgan &
Sampson and Brunswig.
Local 26 had agreed to a consent
election after the Teamsters had filed
claims of representation. President Hy
Orkin said the local had taken this
action because the present master
agreement with the drug houses expires February 28, and negotiations for
a new contract had been halted by the
Teamster intervention.
•

Merchant
Fleet Shows
Big Decline
(Front The Dispat(her's Washington Office)

WASHINGTON, D. C. — The US
Merchant Marine fleet showed another
big decline in the month of November,
according to figures released by the
Maritime Administration, US Department of Commerce.
As of December 1, 1957, there were
990 vessels of 1,000 gross tons and
over in the active ocean-going fleet.
This was 47 less than the number active on November 1, 1957.
There were 49 Government-owned
and 941 privately-owned ships in active service. These figures do not include privately owned vessels temporarily .inactive, or' Governmentowned vessels employed in loading
grain for storage. They also exclude 36
vessels in the custody of the Department of Defense, State, and Interior.
LACK OF BUSINESS
There was a decrease of 12 active
and an increase of 11 inactive NI.essels
in the privately owned fleet. Of the
total of 72 inactive vessels, 28 freighters and 19 tankers were laid up because of lack of business. Most of the
others were undergoing repairs or
conversion. Two tankers were'sold foreign, and one converted tanker went
into operation, making a net loss of
one ship in the total privately' owned
fleet.
The Maritime Administration's .active fleet decreased by 31, while its inactive fleet increased by 41. Six Navyowned vessels were• placed in fleet
custody, while seven tankers owned
or operated by the Navy ,were turned
, over, to the Maritime Administration,.
and two reserve fleet vessels were sold
:for scrap or non-transportation use,
• and one was transferred, to the •Navy.
This made a net increase of 10 in the
Government fleet, and, a net increase
Of nine vessels in the total merchant •
fleet, active and inactive, which num-.
bered 3,112 on December 1, 1957.
No new shipbuilding contracts were
placed. One new tanker, two tanker
conversions and a, cargo ship conversion were delivered, while .one tanker
order was postponed. The total of large
'merchant ships on order or under construction in US shipyards was reduced
to 119.
Coos Bay Reelects Cleo Simpson
NORTH BEND — ILWU auxiliary
No. 1 installed Cleo (Jinx) Simpson as
president, for her second -term. Norma
Wyatt is vice president, Pat Richardson, secretary, and Maxine Kromminger, treasurer. Also installed were
members of the executive board and
chairmen of various committees. Plans
are now in the making for the annual
pensioners' dinner to be held shortly.

---nkpateher mot.
Safety was the order of the day when ILWU representatives appeared before the Asafety Hearing
.Aembly sub-Committee on Industrial Safety in hearings Iasi' week in the State Building in
San Francisco. Top panel left to right are members of the' committee: Lester A. McMillan (LA), Edward E. Elliott
(LA), Chairman Edward M. Gaffney (SF) and the secretary of the committee. Also present but not shown are committee members Philip Burton (SF) and Jesse Unruh (LA). All members of the sub-committee are Democrats. Bottom
panel shows a number of ILWU representatives at the hearing, front row, Martin Callaghan and Albert Bertani, Local
10, Nate Di Biasi, Local 13, and Lincoln Fairley, ILWU research director. Second row, Albert James, Local 10 business
agent, Rex Benham, Local 34 and Benny Hunter, Local 10 safety committee. Third row, second from left is the employ-,
ers' representative Joe Travers of PMA.

S

ILWU Airs Safety Issue to Solons
- San Francisco — Seriously unsafe
conditions exist on many California
docks and need immediate improvement, ILWU longshore safety represensatives told an Assembly sub-Committee on Industrial Safety' here last
week.
The sub-committee, chaired by Edward M. Gaffney, (Dem.-SF) heard
testimony by Nate DiBiasi, Local 13,
Albert Bertani and Martin Callaghan,
Local 10 and Rex Benham, Local 34.
Callaghan, president of Local 10, emphasized the extremely hazardous nature Of longshore work, ranking nationally with logging, lumbering, and
mining among the most hazardous occupations. .
.He noted that "some years ago at a
meetrng of our local here hi San FranCisco, a speaker asked every man who
compensable accident
:had suffered
during his years of waterfront work to
raise his hand. Almost everyone of the
2.thousand or more men present in time
auditorium raised his hand. You can
understand why the 'subject of safety
is so important to longshoremen.
The biggest single problem noted by
all speakers before the Assembly
Committee was the lack of safety
inspectors.
Albert Bertani, speaking on behalf of
the safety committee of ILWU Local
10, made mention of certain conditions
on docks and piers of San Francisco
and the East Bar, after a special survey by time union.
Items above all that needed improvement, he said, are bad lighting, inadequate toilets, the lack of required curbs
or rails on many piers, the lack of lifesaving rings plus many other violations of existing safety order.

in this area of dock safety is vital.
Despite excellent safety orders distributed in the form of a booklet by the
California Division of Safety, seriously
unsafe conditions continue. Furthermore he said:
"In some few instances our survey
found that docks were in such poor
condition that they ought to be cond crammed and closed. Yet very little
action is taken to correct the bad situations."
"If conditions are poor on stateowned piers," said Bertani, "they are
far worse on the private' piers on the
East Bay side:"
In conclusion, said Bertani, "This is
a sorry record. It is obvious that the
safety orders are not being .enforced
and that further action is necessary in
order to protect the' safety and health
of longshoremen."

Local 34 light and safety committee
presented complaints that emphasized
poor lighting conditions with the suggestion that a minimum light meter
reading be established by competent
engineers for night work on all divisions. He alio noted that wrenches were
being dropped by Bay Bridge workmen
and painters onto the Embarcadero. •
HIRE MORE INSPECTORS
Assemblyman Philip Burton (Dem...
SF) suggested that all parties involved
should work together toward the immediate hiring of from six to ten more
inspectors for the docks in the state's
harbors. All members of the sub-committee agreed to do what they could to
convince the finance committee in Sae.:
cramento to increase the budget to take
care of these immediate demands.
PMA's representative Joe Travers
agreed to recommend,to PMA that employers support this proposal.
Members of the Assembly sub-Committee are Edward M. Gaffney (Dem.SF), chairman, Lester A. McMillan
(Dem-LA), Edward E. Elliott (Dem.LA), Philip Burton (Dem.-SF), Jesse
Unruh (Dem.-LA).'

DI BIASI ASKS SURVEY
Local 13's safety committee " head,
DiBiasi, submitted a long statement as
a follow-up to ,similar material he submitted at a hearing .by the same committee in San Pedro last September.
His primary complaint was that the
Division of Industrial'Safety headed by
A. C. Blackman, had promised to make Death of C&H Man
a safety survey but had not lived up to
Mourned in Crockett
the promise.
He noted that the ILWU, the PMA
CROCKETT—"The tragic passing of
and the Los Angeles Harbor Safety William Stephens is viewed by the ofBoard had all tried to get the state to ficers and members of the Crockett
Division of ILWU, Local 6, as an ocmake the survey.
DiBiasi presented to the sub-com- casion of deep sorrow," officials of
mittee excerpts from minutes of the Local 6 here commented when informed
meetings of the Local 13 labor rela- of the death of the plant manager of
tions committee, motions by. the union C & H Refinery.
made at various times to press for a
The statement signed by A. Ilesafety survey and a report by the Los menez, business agent, C. Rose, head
Angeles Harbor engineer concerning steward and G. McGrath, division seeCONDEMN SOME PIERS
yarious unsafe or unsanitary condi- retary, called his death "a personal loss
The surVey, Bertani said, reinforced tions. •
to everyone connected with our organithe union's conclusion that legislation'
E. Benham, chairman of ILWU -zation."
Rex
•
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Meeting in the conference room of ILWU
international headquarters last week were
these delegated representatives of locals 2, 6, 10 and 34. In this montage are
seen, at the head of the table, William Chester, Northern California regional

Conference of Locals

director and L. B. Thomas of the coast labor relations committee. The conference was called by the Northern California regional office and the coast
committee to discuss frankly many common problems, including many manpower problems, arising between the locals in the San Francisco Bay Area.

No Plans for Growing Army of Jobless

Ike Asks Greatest Peacetime Arms
Spending, Massive Cuts in Welfare
dollar are interest, which takes a bite.
WASHINGTON, D. C. — As outlined of 11 cents, and the full range of
in his budget and Economic Report -civilian, activities, accounting for 22
message, President Eisenhower's do- cents.
mestic program couples the biggest
The bUdget is definitely missilepeacetime defense • spending in history minded, with proposed expenditures in
with a massive assault on federal wel- 1959 rising some 500 per cent above the
fare activities.
$1.2 billions spent on them in the 1955
At the same time, the President, re- fiscal budget. Even this boost will
peating previous predictions that the probably be upped by Congressional
business downturn will be speedily ar- leaders.
rested, places major reliance on defense
'The budget message and the accomspending as a stimulant for the econpanying legislative program left no
omy. Missing are any proposals to prodoubt that the Administration is comvide jobs for the nation's growing army
mitted to a course of enormously exOf unemployed..
panded military expenditures in comLONGSHORE SAFETYing years at the present and future
. For longshoremen, the Administra- expense of general welfare programs
tion's legislative program has a bright affecting the entire country.
spot. Included for the first time is a reThe President demanded that existing
quest that Congress enact legislation welfare services, most of them adopted,
giving the Department of Labor autho- during the New Deal and now conrity to establish an enforceable safety sidered a basic function of governprogram over longshore operations.
ment, be curtailed, postponed, transH.WU and ILA are now jointly push- ferred to State and local governments,
ing such legislation and the Presi- or abandoned altogether.
dential indorsement is expected to proSCHOOLS, SLUM AID SLASHED
vide a big boost in bringing about
He specifically shelved the $1.3 bilfavorable Congressional action this
lion federal school construction proyear.
The new budget, totalling $73.9 bil- gram that he had advocated for two
lion, allocates approximately $46 bil- years. In its place, he ca/led for a
lion for what the President described limited program for stimulating eduas "major national security," an cation of scientists.
amount that accounts for 64 cents of
The President requested that federal
the budget dollar.
spending for schools in areas of heavy
Other big items in the new budget federal defense activities be slashed,
that hospital construction activity by
the government be slowed, that public
assistance money be reduced.
Ile proposed that slum clearance, relief of natural disasters, and similar
SAN FRANCISCO — Wilham H. federal programs, be gradually transChester, ILWU regional director for ferred
to State and local agencies, a
N'orthern California, has accepted an recommendation that is tantamount to
invitation by Mayor George Christo- a death
warrant for many areas.
pher to serve as a member of the
AIDS BANKERS
Mayor's Maritime Committee.
He called for a shrinkage of governChester, in response.to the invitation
:written by the mayor January.7, said ment activity in residential construction and offered no new program for
"I shall be most
public housing. He asked that rural
happy to serve on
the Maritime Comelectrification rooperatives be compelled to borrow more generally from
mittee. My every
private sources at much higher'intereffort will be exerest rates.
ted to justify the
confidence you
Of great importance to Western
have placed in me
States, he proposed a "freeze" or reand make a sound
duction of new activities in natural reand worthy consources, " including public power and
tribution to the
river and harbor improvements.
work of the cornIn his annual Economic Report,
inittee."
placed before Congress at a time of
inmayor's
The
rapidly spreading joblessness, the
vitation noted "the knowledge of ship- President expressed a tone of optimism
ping and labor which you possess far exceeding the predictions of econowould be extremely helpful to the mists and businessmen who have
functioning of this committee ... to
spoken out recently in Washington.
assist the shipping industry of San
As a cure for what he termed the
Francisco."
period of "readjustment"—the
present
member
of
ILWU
a
been
has
Chester
never used the word "recesPresident
LOngshore Local 10 for 19 years and
sion"—Eisenhower suggested that the
Northern California regional director
placement of new defense orders would
'for the past seven years. He has served
prove sufficient to bring an early upas secretary of Local 10's board of
without more direct government
turn
member
a
as
and
trustees for six years
to boost purchasing
Intervention
of the executive board for ten years.
power.
San
the
of
president
vice
He is also
He turned thumbs down on tax reFrancisco Bay Area Longshoremen's
lief by calling for a continuation of
Memorial Association,
(From the Dispatcher's Washington Office)

Chester Named to
Mayor's Committee

existing rates all down the line, including high excise 'or sales taxes.
The President warned that labor
must recognize that "wage increases
that go beyond productivity gains"
would prolong the downward trend of
business.
This was paralleled by a warning
that business must not impose price
increases "unwarranted by costs" or
those dictated "by an attmept to recapture investment outlays too
quickly."
REJECTS WAGE NEED
The effect of the President's reasoning was to reject flatly the belief of
many economists that in a period of
recession, largely brought on by overexpansion in relation to available demand for goods and services, substantial wage increases are desirable to
spread purchasing power and thereby
counter the threat of an even worse
crisis.
Other than these .highlights, the
greater part of the President's specific
legislative proposals were repeats of
recommendations placed before Congress last year. Included, for example,
were .such items as Alaska-Hawaii
statehood, moderate expansion of minimum wage law coverage, improved
compensation standards.
One surprise was a request that the
3-cent stamp be boosted to 5 cents, an
increase of 1 cent over his proposal of
last year for a hike in over-all postal
rates.

Anderson Reelected
As Local 14 Prexy
EUREKA — Running unopposed,
C. F. Anderson was elected to serve
his second term as Longshore Local 14
president with M. J. Bell returned tb
the post of vice president and R. H.
(Bob) Kinney elected secretary-treasurer.
John Ennes will be sergeant-at-arms
and the following were chosen to serve
on the executive board: A. Barthelemy,
A. Brown, M. Davey, John Ennes,
J. Graham Sr., W. Hagar, 0. Kampe,
M. McGarrity, W. B. Miles, 0. Romines,
Turner and John Werther. New
W.
trustees will be M. Davey, J. Graham
and W. I. Turner with Mel Davey as
delegate to the district council and
Bob Kinney as area delegate.

Dockers Will Be at
State Safety Meet
SAN FRANCISCO — California's
Governor Goodwin J. Knight's invitation to unions to participate in the
eighth state-wide meeting of the Governor's Industrial Safety Conference at
the Fairmont Hotel in San Francisco,
February 6 and 7, was formally accepted by Local 10 longshoremen.
Those. representing Local 10 will include recently elected President Martin
Callaghan, Northern California Regional Director William Chester, Welfare Director Julius Stern and Business
Agent Albert James.

26 Dockers, Five
Widows Retired
SAN FRANCISCO — Twenty-six
ILWU dock workers were retired on
the ILWU-PMA Pension and Five
Widows Began' Receiving ILWUPMA Survivor Benefits as of February 1, 1958, Henry Schmidt, Pension
Fund Director announced this week.
They are:
Local' 8: Frans A. Berg, Oscar
Johansen, Charles B. Krimmel, and
Arthur L. Peterson; Local 10: Patrick Hoe, Anton Lasovich, and Benjamin Randolph; Local 13: William
Marshall, and Clarance W. Wagner;
Local 19: Martin Hennum, Sig Jensen. Patrick Keorney, Carl Nelson
and E. B. Slocum; Local 21: Ole
Moe; Local 29: Frank Erny; Local
34: Frank A. Lewis; Local 54: John
R. Amaral; Local 63: Marlow Christensen, and Vernon H. Powell, all On
Regular Pension Plan.
On the Open-End Plan: Local 21:
John J. Russell.
On the Disability Plan were: Local
13: Barry E. Falk, and Albert Vigo;
Local 19: Louis G:Dorris; Local 3211--,—
Carl Irving Holberg; Local 91: Eric
Jacobsen.
The Widows are as follows: Lettia
Ballard, Carla D. Forbes and Bertha
L. McCauley, all effective as of January 1, 1958 and Cressa Abraham
and Agnes Buckmiller, effective as
of February 1, 1958.

Councils to
Plan'Wreck
Law'Action
The -Northern and Southern California District Councils — joined by
rank and file delegates and officers of
most California ILWU locals — will
meet in Fresno on Saturday, February
15 at 10 a.m. to set in motion a unified
ILWU political action program
-.
The political action program to be
developed in the central California city
will then be referred to affiliated locals
in preparation for the coining elections
— with particular, emphasis on the defeat of anti-labor open-shop legislation.
As a result of the recent meeting of
ILWU District Council representatives
with other union officials during the
California Democratic Council Convention in Fresno, January 10-12, it is expected that AFL-CIO unions, other independents and ILWU will be able to
work together in preparing a political
action program designed specifically to
defeat so-called "right-to-work" legislation.
The projected North-South ILWU
get-together in Fresno in February is
expected to be the largest of its kind in
many years and to' set rolling a program of political education and action
that has long been lacking in the labor
movement in California.

Architect for ILWU Honored
HONOLULU — Local architects
awarded citations here included Alfred
Preis for his design of the recent addition to the existing Memorial Building in this city.
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Many fLWU longshoremen and pensioners of Seattle
more new charter installations. On January 8, left, the charter of Local 25
ev Ch rters
Longshore Local 19 were on hand January 7 as ILWU for Anacortes longshoremen was installed by Coast Labor Relations CommitSecond Vice President Germain Bulcke installed the charter for Tacoma long, teeman Howard Bodine. Seated behind Bodine are President Monroe Bogart
shoremen as Local 23, formerly Local 38-97 of the International Brotherhood and Fred Brokens, retiring secretary-treasurer. Next picture, taken on January
of Longshoremen. Top panel shows some of the Local 23 members and visitors. 9, shows Bulcke presenting the Local 98 charter. to Seattle foremen, newly in
On the platform are Walter (Slim) Williamson, vice president, Bulcke, Bill ILWU. At right Seattle pensioners are shown debarking from a chartered bus
Emery, president, and Lyman Connell, secretary. Bottom panel shows two which took them to the Tacoma meeting.

uxiliary

ctivities

Portland Installs Officers
I plaque was given to Rossi Larsen
PORTLAND—Mrs. Preston 0. Jones for her outstanding work in the past
was installed as president of Auxiliary and Mary Klausner in appreciation for
5 here by Mrs. Arthur Reynolds, past her work in the past two years as prespresident, who handed out the presi- ident. Some of the guests present from
dent's pin and corsages to all the Local 13 included President Bill Lawrence, Welfare Director Ben McDonald,
officers.
Other officers are June Polette, vice Regional Director Pete Moore, coast
president; Lucille Ulting, secretary; committeeman L. B. Thothas, Mr. and
Ema Ough, treasurer; Lydia Brandt, Mrs. Art Patton and many others.
marshall; Anna May Griffith, escort;
Emma Hyden, Hazel Murray and Car- Stockton Women Plan Auxiliary
STOCKTON — Women whose husrie Flink are trustees; members of the
executive board are Rose Beyer, Sarah bands are members of Longshore Local
Zemmer, Veva Phillips, and delegates to 54 here have long been planning to
the Columbia River District Council are set up a regular auxiliary. As a result
Ethel Sumner, Mrs. Preston 0. Jones an invitation was recently sent out requesting longshoremen's wives to apand Emma May Griffith.
*
*
*
pear at a meeting scheduled for January 29 in the longshoremen's hall, and
Kinney Is Auxiliary 29 Prexy
EUREKA — Auxiliary 29 here in- hope runs high that such an auxiliary
stalled its officers for the 1958 term, will soon become a fact.
with Mrs. Emma Sundell conducting
the ceremonies.
Alice Kinney is president, Alice Rossiter, vice president; Marge Anderson,
recording secretary, Wilma Brown, corresponding secretary; Peggy Nilsson,
treasurer; Emma Sundell, scholarship
WILMINGTON — A year-long fight
committee; reporter and historian is for more parking facilities in the
Adeline Neil, social chairman, Bernice Terminal Island district was won last
Dearinger; coffee chairman, Bonnie 'week by ILWU Local 13 leaders with
Romines; welfare chairman, Lorraine help of Councilman John S. Gibson.
Sepp; legislative chairman, Wilma
The Board of Harbor Commissioners
Brown, and editor of the Bulletin,-Alice has awarded a $12,247 paving contract
Kinney. A gift was presented by the to surface a 43,000 square foot area
membership to past president Marge north of Berth 223-B and 'west of
Anderson.
Dock Street.
The area, which was leased from the
Southland Auxiliary Ceremonies
Union Pacific Railroad for five years
WILMINGTON—Officers for 1958 of at $2,370 a year, will accommodate 150
Auxiliary 8 held their installation and automobiles.
•
luneheon in the banquet room of Jack
Sasser's Cafe here. Installing officer
was Mrs. Rose Arian, state vice presi- Local 13 Athletic
dent of the Federated Auxiliaries and Club Adds Activities
WILMINGTON — The Harbor Athalso a member of Auxiliary 8.
• The following were installed: Anna letic Club, members of which are I.D.'s
Greene, president; Rhea Wager, first of ILWU Local 13, have started monthly
vice president; Evelyn Eklow, second championship competition in chess,
vice president; Ruth Harris, secretary; ping pong and shuffleboard.
Irene Salcido, recording secretary;
The AC has pledged full support for
Rossi Larsen, treasurer; Isabel Lomeli, the Wilmington Centennial celebration,
assistant treasurer; Mary Kla,usner, re- which is under the direction of a comporter; Clara Moher, •marshall, and mittee headed by ILWU Regional WelPearl Risler, historian.
fare Director Ben McDonald.

Local 13 Wins More
Parking Facilities

LA Docker Rescues
Woman from. Drowning
SAN PEDRO — A dockworker- who
left the scene without giving his name,
rescue a 58-year-old woman from
drowning when she fell from the gangplank between the Grace Line "Santa
Anita" and the dock at Berth 60 in
the Outer Harbor.
The rescuer jumped into the perilous
narrow space between the ship and the
dock, and kept Mrs. Mabel Taubman
afloat until a line could be lowered. She
had struck her head in the fall and was
unconscious.

A Good Union Soul
Won't Buy Scab Heel
AKRON, Ohio—This is the time of
the year when calendar-art blossoms
out and the United Rubber Workers
(AFL-CIO) has sent out to all union
halls and every union office in the
United States a very potent piece of
calendar art for the year 1958 with
the inscription "Don't Buy America's
Number One Heel."
The art work is a cartoon of a man's
foot, the heel labeled "O'Sullivan's"
and the sole labeled "Made by strikebreakers." The heel is digging down on
the hand of the worker and the arm
is labeled "skilled union labor."
The calendar says "When it's time
to buy new shoes or have old shoes
repaired make sure you're getting
heels or soles that are made by United
Rubber Workers' members—that way
you'll be protecting your own job
security."

Students Don't Know
Meaning of 'Scab'
BERKELEY — School teachers, as
members of trade unions, not only help
themselves, but are of great importance to the American trade union
movement itself, John Hutchinson, of
the University of California and a
member of the Berkeley Teachers Federation, told a group of unionists here
recently.
"The lack of labor influence in the
school system," he told the assembled
group, "resulting in deep ignorance of
the labor movement on the part of
high school students in particular, is a
grave problem for a labor movement
which depends to a considerable extent
on public support in bargaining, strikes
and particularly in political action. We
are, in other words, in danger of bringing up a generation to whom the word
'scab" means nothing at all."

NLRB Right
On It's Toes
SAN FRANCISCO—The National
Labor Relations Board here this
week decided to get real tough with
a union on strike. After a long
thorough study it ordered a strike
against the California Electric Company construction project to -cease,
desist, and generally stop.
The only trouble is that the strike
was settled last spring, nine months
ago, and construction has long since
been completed.

LA Pensioners Croup Chalks up an Active
Year — Conducted Nine Local Elections
WILMINGTON—The ILWU Pensioners Group of Los Angeles Harbor,
which includes retired members from
Locals 13, 63 and 94, had an active
year, according to President Tom
Willacy.
Pensioners made 486 personal visits
to ILWU members in the Harbor City
Kaiser Foundation Hospital, and 52
personal visits to the Los Angeles
Kaiser Hospital. Charles Martin made
32 personal visits to the County Farm
at Hondo.

During the last year, the Pensioners conducted six elections for Local
13 and three elections for Local 94.
Twenty-eight men retired during
1957, and there are 12 men still working who could have retired in 1957 or
earlier. Death took 13 pensioners during the year and one on the eligible
list who had not yet retired.
There are 269 living pensioners, nine
on disability pension and three on the
open-end plan. Fifteen widows are receiving the 12 months' benefits.
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into accepting substandard wages and conditions in
new contract—this plan fell flat on its face. E
ployers who thought they had it made when Hall wa
arrested will never forget that the workers refuse
to let any more negotiations go on until Hall was o
of jail and back at the bargaining table. And Hall,
persuasive representative of the workers, a tough n,
gotiator lived up to the faith of the rank and file.
The ILWU in Hawaii made sure the rank and fil
knew every aspect of the trial. Everything—positi
or negative, whether it hurt the defendants or helpe
—was made available to all the ranks in the form
a daily running story written in the courtroom by
former Associated Press trial expert; by a weekl
illustrated report distributed to every unit; by pa
phlets, a very popular comia book, daily radio p
grams and continuous discussion, with no hold
barred.
Thus was the 'plot to get Jack Hall and split th
ILWU made known and every nail the prosecutio
tried to drive into the union only served to firm u
\ and strengthen the rank and file's support of Hall.

Support of Hawaii Workers
Assured Ultimate Victory

HE Jack Hall case which came tO an end by direct
order of the United States Court of Appeals, for
the ninth district, January 20, involved some of the
strangest twists in legal annals—a recorded confessi9n by the FBI that they were trying to split the
union; a parade of semi-psycopaths as prize witnesses; the reading of 100-year-old books as evidence
against Hall; a newspaper editorial campaign telling
judge and jury to hurry up the conviction, all in a
lynch atmosphere.
It involved a continuous vendetta against the
ILWU, pursued by politicians, racists like Eastland,
and old-line employers who couldn't seem to adjust
to the 20th century and surrender their semi-feudal
control over Hawaiian workers.
The strangest twist of them all was that Hall himself did not need to be a defendant if he had chosen
to "play ball" with an FBI plot to split the ILWU in
Hawaii away from the mainland union. Out of their
own mouths two FBI agents went on the record—
tape recorded—offering to "fix" things with a "Mr.
Big who could lay it on the line" and give Hall immunity from further prosecution — providing Hall
would split the union.
The FBI—which has turned crude and usually illegal• wiretapping into a high form of art — was
bugged!
Every word uttered by the FBI agents and taperecorded by Robert McElrath, ILWU's radio corn"

T

mentator in the Hawaiian Islands, was 'legally recorded—at the request of the man the FBI interviewed in his own home.
FBI agents James Condon and Richard Burrus
called upon the educational director of ILWU in Hawaii, Dave Thompson, and attempted to make an indirect approach to Hall—offering as an inducement
to fix it for Hall to avoid prosecution.

FBI Wanted Hall to Split
Union, Give Them Control

10

I N EXCAANGE for this offer the FBI men wanted
two things. They wanted Hall to lead a splitting
move in ILWU. They also wanted to control an ILWU
territorial convention which was to be held later. •
The meat of their offer was that a Mr. Big could
drop the indictment of Hall if he Would "play ball"
with them. But the secret microphone, hidden behind
some innocent and colorful flowers on a phonograph
revealed much more.
Those who heard the recordings were never again
in any doubt that the real target of the indictment
and trial was Jack Hall and the ILWU in Hawaii.
The record was printed in full. A platter was made
of it and distributed in the hundreds to ILWU locals
on. the mainland and to many other unions that requested copies.
What's more the FBI offer and admissions—on
the record—were never permitted in the courtroom
of Judge John Wiig in Honolulu and the FBI has
never admitted the existence of any such offer or
recordings.
This was only one of a number of weird twists introduced into this trial to get a union by getting its
leaders.

Rank and File Understood,
Rallied to Support Hall
UT THERE was the other side of the coin. A rank
and file loyal to. the union and each other, quick
to understand why it .was that Hall was arrested
while he was in the midst of crucial sugar negotiations; a rank and file wise to the means used by
those in power to intimidate workers.
But they understood even more as they looked at
their own lives—at the shacks that they once had to
live in in the semi-feudal days before ILWU; and the
unhealthy working conditions—profitable only to
the employers—in the days before ILWU; in the
old ''perquisite" system by which workers received
necessities .in lieu of wages and always received less
than they needed, in the days before ILWU; in the
wage gains, in the conditions, in the dignity and selfrespect that grew with the ILWU.
These, the rank and file well understood and they
understood why Hall was the target. And with this
understanding the plan to arrest Hall during sugar
negotiations and intimidate Hawaiian sugar workers

B

McElrath and the machine that bugged the FBI

IT WOULDN'T be overstating the case to say th•
this undiminished rank and file support, year aft•
year in the more than five years between trial, co
viction, appeal and final victory assured the ultimat
decision the union and all who believed in civil libe
ties celebriated last week.
The story of the trial itself will long be reme
bered. But there was a, background that must not •
forgotten. A background that included the Years I
which ILWU organized a semi-colonial economy an
brought the beginning of something resembling t
American way of life to this American territory.
In 1949 the Hawaii longshore strike was the hig
point of an attempt to break the union by intimid:
tion and accusation and artificially developed co
munity hysteria. Employers tried everything in t
books to break the strike.
The newspapers—owned by the employers an
their friends—kept a running barrage of red-sca
headlines. Every day, in every way the communit
was told that the strike was "communist" inspire'
Daily there appeared in one paper a "Dear Joe" lette
purportedly written by a striker directly to Joe Stall
explaining how the strike is getting on and how it
part of the "revolution."
Old Governor Stainback, himself directly tied
the employers, jumped into the act and tried to ma
the strike illegal by passing a law. And this fell fla
The strike was won and it was here that a long-ran
plot to "get" Hall and the ILWU was started.

What They Can't Buy
They Try to Destroy
WHERE is one thing neither the FBI nor many e
ployers can quite get used t6—a man who can
be bought. And what they can't buy they try to d:
stroy.
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re lking
Then came the government's witnesses.
•
In the Hall trial, as in so many trials' of this kind
—and as was so dramatically seen' in the Bridges
trials—people could 'certainly be heard asking a
question such as: "How in the world can the government ever stoop to dig so deeply below the sewer level
to find witnesses—and to believe that these witnesses
.could be believable?"
The first prosecution witness, for example was Paul
C. Crouch—a professional informer, since deceased,
who worked steadily for the immigration service.
Crouch gained his first notoriety as a witness in the
Bridges-Robertson-Schmidt case of 1949-50. His last
notoriety was gained when the justice department itself, goaded by the courts, admitted that Crouch was
an unbalanced man who had been caught in so many
lies and cOntradictions he was no longer useful to the
government as a witness.
It Vas Crouch who asked a United States jury to
believe that he, in 1928 when he was a 24-year-old exprivate of the US Army was welcomed in Russia by
top leaders of the'Red Army and entrusted with high,
classified secrets about a planned war upon the
United States.
Crouch spent hour upon hour weaving incredible,
improbable and unbelievable fantasies all aimed at
trying to prove that the Communist Party planned a
revolution. He at no time indicated any connection
with Jack Hall -- other than the fact that he once
heard somebody mention the name- of Jack Hall.
Crouch once testified in a 1925 army court-martial
of himself, "I am in the habit of writing letters to
my friends and imaginary persons, sometimes to
kings and other foreign persons, in which I place myself in an imaginary position. I do that to develop
my imaginative power.'1.
A Honolulu newspaper commented that. Crouch's
activities sounded "a good deal more like unbalanced
mentality than crafty plotting."
If the jury was to believe Crouch's amazing adventures, including riding horseback across the Russian
plains, like Ghengis Khan, "in the uniform of a Red
Army officer," it would have to believe that the seven
defendants had something to do.with Crouch at that
time. One of the "conspirators" was seven years Of
age then.
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100-Year-Old Books Had
Nothing to Do With Hall
HAT was the purpose of having this man who

W
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And so on November 7, 1952, the Smith Act trial
Hall and six others was under way. Federal
Judge John Wiig denied pretrial motions of the defense which would have brought about contempt citations against the two FBI agents for interfering with
the administration of justice. Fourteen months and
eight days after Hall and the others were seized by
FBI agents at 6 a.m. — an early morning swoopdown arrest aimed at dramatizing ahd terrifying and
setting up a public atmosphere of hysteria—the trial
began.

against

seemed to be walking the brink of unbalanced mentality as a witness? Crouch was used to
set the foundation for the only "evidence" that could
possibly be used against Jack Hall—namely the
names of certain books, and some of the language in
those books—some even written a hundred years'
before the defendants were born. None of the books
were written by any of the defendants. But the prosecution was able to read to the jury, out of context,
in
phrases from old books that seemed violent in their
Another professional witness, John Lautner, from
New York, talked about "floating schools" and plans
for "underground" activities. But even these referred
to possible events far off in New York and had nothing to do with Hall or the ILWU or anybody else in
Hawaii. Lautner who received $25 a day as a "consultant" testified about Marx and Engels and Lenin
and Stalin and about passages in their writings—but
nothing about Hall. He never knew Hall. But his kind
of testimony enabled Honolulu newspapers to try to
whip up anti-labor fear and hysteria.
An editorial, for example, appearing in the Honolulu Star Bulletin openly advised the judge and jury
what to do to Hall and the others. It tried to create
a virtual lynch atmosphere—yet Judge Wiig refused
to 'declare a mistrial.
The prosecuters were allowed by the court throughout'the trial to get into the record hearsay testimony,
such as alleged conversations between witnesses and
persons other than the defendants, but involving the
defendants. The device used was to declare that the
other 'persons were "un-indicted co-conspirators." Yet,
when the defense asked for a list of the "un-indicted
co-conspirators" it was refused.
The trial was long and complicated and the parade
Of witnesses became weirder day by day.
There was one who became known as "Bloody
Daisy" Van Dorn who said she was a communist and
worked for the FBI and added that people were storing up sugar to start a revolution, There was one
named Izuka who talked about books as if it was a
crime to read a book—even books that anyone could
get at any public library. There were others who
weren't professionals, but were bitter, frustrated men
full of hate. And there was at least one who was told

in no uncertain terms by some authority or other
that if he didn't testify the defendants could become
"eight instead of seven."
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Despite Lynch Mood of Trial
Thy Couldn't Break the Union
HE TRIAL lasted six months. Testimony that
might have been given by the two FBI agents was
suppressed, the editorial pages and the front pages of
thd papers screamed for blood, many employers
thought that ILWU was on the run. The biggest surprise felt in Honolulu as the trial came to an end was
the number of people of high repute who took the
witness stand under oath and testified as to Jack
Hall's reputation in Hawaii—a repufation for honesty and loyalty.' A distinguished jurist who used to
be- His Honor in the same courtroom of the trial,
former United States District Judge Delbert -E. Metzger, was the fiftieth defense witness and testified
that Hall was a good citizen of excellent reputation
in the community and that he never heard his loyalty
questioned.
The anti-union quality of the entire trial was made
clear—but the jury was living in 1953 and McCarthy was riding high and as Eleanor Roosevelt
said about such trials, it was virtually impossible to
have a fair hearing at that time.
The lunatic fringe, the paid professional stoolpigeon, the embittered and disgruntled who discovered there was no way to chisel a corrupt dollar

T

out of the ILWU and joined the opposition, all of
these had their day.
But ILWU's rank and file in Hawaii—supported
staunchly by mainland locals—never ceased to rally
for Jack Hall's vindication, never gave up their faith
in honest unionism and their devotion to the union.
And in the end, the rank and file won—and Jack
Hall is free.
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Appeals
Court Frees
Jack Hall
(Continued from Page 1)
ment. His wife, Yoshiko, and the other
members of his family never for a moment gave up their belief in Hall's
eventual acquittal of all the charges
against him.
"Jack Hall, of the ILWU, was one of
seven defendants in Hawaii who were
all cleared together. And each of his
co-defendants displayed the same
staunch courage and steadfastness.
"The victory in the Hall case marks
much more than one man's achievement. It is a triumph for the unity and
solidarity of the ILWU. Each of us can
be proud of our part in this union victory which was well won."
LONG PROSECUTION
The case of Hall and his co-defendants was in its seventh year at the
time the court handed down its reversal. They were arrested in August,
1951, by the FBI in a 6 a.m., dawn
swoop-down raid on their homes. Union
officials claimed then that the purpose
of this type of dawn arrest was to
create a public hysteria, rather than
the necessary apprehension of "criminals." They were indicted by the grand
jury the day after their arrest.
The case began November 10, 1952,
and 'continued to June 17, 1953. The
jury returned a guilty verdict on June
19, 1953.
The long delay in appeals action resulted from the appeals court's desire
to wait for supreme court action on
other similar cases. It was this recent
supreme court action, in the Yates
case last June, that resulted in last
week's acquittal.
CROWNING VICTORY
ILWU Reporter, newspaper of
Hawaii Local 142, called the reversal a
"crowning victory to six years of history-making struggle by Hawaii's
workers to defend their union.
"The victory came because Hawaii's
workers had clearly understood that
the Smith Act prosecutions endangered
their union and union gains. It came
'
because they stood together and
Giant machines and skilled operators are lo be seen at ail Hawaiian sugar. fought."
(See background of the Hall case,
plantations. Pictured is field crane loading mechanically harvested cane
pages
6 and 7.)
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'Dirt Farming, in Hawaii
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Accidents Are a Leading Emotional Factors Are
Causes of Accidents
Cause of Death in US
FATHER AND SON were badly
injured this week when a oar
sailed through a flashing red -signal
and hit their car broadside..
Perhaps the driver who hit them
didn't know the meaning of the signal.
Perhaps he didn't see it. Perhaps he
was not paying attention because he
was upset about something, or thinking about an important decision he had
to make, or trying to light a cigarette.
Whatever the specific cause, at the
instant of the crash, it's safe to say
that behind it lay poor driving habits
which you could quite certainly predict
would injure or kill someone sooner or
later. The injured man may have had
confidence it was safe to go ahead because he had the right of way, a misplaced confidence these days.
Accidents are the leading cause of
death, after infancy up to age 36, in
the United States. Motor vehicle accidents top the list, accounting yearly
for 40,000 deaths, )_00,000 permanent
disabilities, more than one million injuries.

A

Are Auto Crashes
Really 'Accidents'
IT HAS BEEN questioned whether
auto crashes should be called accidents at all. If every crash were
really an accident and unpredictable,
like being hit by a falling meteor, we
would be hard put to prevent any. But
many can be foreseen and because of
this we can do something to prevent
them.
Sometimes the location of an accident can be foreseen. The person who
remarks bitterly that no one will put
up lights at a known dangerous intersection until somebody gets killed
there is too often proved right.
Many times you know which drivers
will get into accidents. The driver who
habitually keeps his eye on the traffic
light and has his foot on the gas the
instant the light turns green, not looking right or left, will finally meet the
driver who habitually goes through on
the warning signal.
Good driving requires using your
,head, consistently. It's necessary to be
aware of the not-so-obvious harzards
as well as to know and observe the
basic safety habits of keeping your
car in good mechanical condition and
yourself in good physical condition,
knowing the traffic laws in the locality, knowing exactly how much
space your car occupies and hoW long
it takes to stop at different speeds in
•
different weather conditions.

Impatience Can
Destroy Judgment
NNOYAI<ICE and imp_a tience in
driving don't lead to safety. If
you've been caught in a traffic jam, or
had someone cut in on you, or ride
your rear bumper, it's far safer to try
finding a place to pull off the road and
cool down than to keep on fuming with
your good judgment reduced to practically nothing.
Bouncing, noisy children in the back
seat can distract attention from the
job of driving. Some riding- discipline
is called for. Likewise, pets not trained
as good passengers have caused accidents.
Failure to think ahead contributes
to accidents. If you have in mind that
there may be an obstruction around
the next curve, that the driver in the
next lane with the far-away look may
or may not know you're there, you are
better prepared to meet emergencies.
It takes conscious effort to prevent
accidents.

A

HE SITUATION you face in driving can change in a second. The
habit of alertness to possible hazards
increases your control over the situation. A few traps into which the unwafy may fall:

T

There's over-confidence, the feeling
that "it can't happen to me," the belief you can always stop in time. his
is a false security that dulls your
a
thinking and reactions.
Any strong emotional stress can
have the same effect as alcohol on
your control. It's sound advice not to
mix drinking and driving, equally
sound to stay away from the car when
you're angry or worried, to wait until
you get yourself under control.

• '•;
—Dispatcher Photo

In Petaluma, Calif., workmen are shown pourouring Concrete ing concrete into triangular molds to create
the reinforced concrete sections which make up the 'roof of the new building
of the San Francisco Bay Area Longshoremen's Memorial Associati,pn now
under construction near Fishermen's Wharf. These huge concrete sections when
dried are then placed aboard a barge and floated down from Petaluma to San
Francisco Bay, trucked to the building site and raised aloft by huge cranes.

P

Here's Meat for Knowland's Grinder

Ike's Proposals to Regulate Labor
Seen as Kickoff for Open Shop Law
(From the Dispatcher's Washington Office)

C., — President
. WASHINGTON D. C
Eisenhower has asked Congress to approve the package of union regulatory
proposals and revisions of the TaftHartley Act outlined by Labor Secretary James P. Mitchell at the recent
AFL-CIO convention.
The President's program, contained
in .a special message, remains to be
spelled out in detailed legislative form.
First Congressional reaction from a
ranking Republican leader came from
Senator William F. Knowland, who filed
\

an even more drastic proposal that
would give the Labor Board authority
to •supervise almost every phase of internal union life.
Keystone of the Eisenhower-Mitchell
program is a requirement for detailed
union financial reports and for additional reports to show that local officers and convention delegates a r e
elected by secret ballot.
Other Main recommendations call for
stronger restriction on some types of
secondary boycotts, on organizational/
picketing, on negotiation or enforcement of "hot cargo" clauses in collective bargaining agreements.
The Taft - Hartley Act would be
amended, as urged in previous years, to
allow "fired" economic strikers to vote
in NLRB elections, to eliminate nonCommunist affidavits, to authorize apre-hiring union shop agreement in the
construction industry.
The President also proposed that
States be authorized to assume jurisdiction over that area of labor relations
which the NLRB has relinquished in
recent poli.(7y decisions.

The President's message contained
no reference to a national "right-towork" law or to destruction of national
bargaining by applying anti-trust laws
to unions.
However, bills embracing these subjects have been introduced in recent
weeks by right-wing Republicans, who
proclaimed their intention of making a
determined effort to tie them to any
labor legislation.
To effectuate the President's reform
Measures, a new office of Commissioner
of Labor Reports would be created.
This Commissioner would be given
broad power to enforce requirements
for filing reports.
Criminal penalties are proposed for
false reports; for embezzlement of union funds, for willful destruction of
records, and other violations.
Administrative ganctions also would
be applied against unions failing to file
proper reports. They would be deprived
of status before the National Labor Relations board and could forfeit their
tax-exempt status "for an appropriate
period."

Ohio C of C Trying to Ram
Through Open Shop Law

Paul Robes o n the
world famed singer and actor and an
honorary member of the ILWU will be
heard in a concert titled "An Afternoon of Music and Poetry" at the
Oakland Auditorium Theater, Sunday,
February 9, at 3:30 p. m. He will be
accompanied by William Duncan Allen, concert pianist and teacher. In
addition to his West Coast appearance, it was announced that Robeson's
new book entitled "Here I Stand" will
be published February 3 in New. York
and will, for the first time, present a
comprehensive review of Robeson's
views and a history, of his many years
of fighting to achieve first class citizenship for Negro - Americans. The
book relates his many experiences as
a world figure from his childhood days
through his college years when he was
an All-American football star and
through the years as a famed international concert artist and star of stage
and screen.

Robeson Sings

COLUMBUS, Ohio — While nationwide attention centered on the openshop law campaign in California led by
Senator William Knowland, organized
groups backing a so-called "right-towork" law in this. major industrial state
are even closer to placing a scab law
on the ballot than California's participants.
, In Ohio, organizations sponsored by
the Chamber of Commerce have taken
the initial big step toward putting • an
open-shop law on the ballot for next
November. They presented the state
attorney general a petition with 100
signatures, asking that such legislation
be put to the voters. His okay was received and is awaiting only the expected approval of the secretary of
state.
PHONEY FRONTS
As has happened in other states, and
is happening now in California, groups
with phoney fronts and high soundingtitles are spearheading this fight in
Ohio. For example there are the "Ohioians for Right-to-Work," and the
"Rank and File Committee for Rightto-Work,"—both with heavy backing
and financing from the Ohio Chamber
of Commerce.
354,210 registered voters' signatures
on petitions are necessary to put the

law on the ballot here. Ohio union leaders have warned their members and
friends that the goal could be reached.
They point to other Chamber of Commerce inspired campaigns which have
succeeded particularly because of the
willingness of the C of C here to spend
huge amounts of money in newspaper,
television and radio advertising..
Ohio labor, AFL-CIO and such independents as the United Mine Workers
and railroad brotherhoods are working
on plans for a Joint Union Committee
to fight the law in this highly industrialized state. The joint statewide
meeting was scheduled to meet at the
end of this month and is setting up a
campaign concentrating on calling on
union people not to sign petitions circulated bY open-shop law backers as
well as to help launch an all-out drive
against such a law.
The Joint Union Committee has filed
a protest with the secretary of state
against any use of misleading titles
such as "right-to-work' on the ballot.
Schulze Retires After 40 Years
LOS ANGELES — ILWU Local 26
member William Schulze, retired December 31, after working at McKesson
& Robbins Drug Co. since October 24,
1918.
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ILWU Executive Board Statements of Policy

First Vice President Robertson, President Bridges, Secretary-Treasurer Goldblatt
and board members Giblin and Maletta.

The following statements of
policy were adopted by the ILWU
Executive Board meeting in Honolulu January 14-16. A statement
of policy pledging full support to
Hawaii's sugar workers involved
in wage negotiations with 26 sugar
companies, calling for "full utilization of our resources toward a
successful outCome of contract
demands" was printed in full in

the last issue of The Dispatcher.
Another resolution under discussion during the board meeting
was a statement of policy appraising the labor movement today.
After much discussion the proposed statement was agreed to in
principle, but it was decided to
redraft it along the lines of suggestions made by the board members. It will be submitted to the
membership in the near future.

ment is confined and diverted into the
same kind of a quibbling over the division of the spoils which motivates the
major political parties.
There was a time, in the not so distant past, when labor's immediate legislative and political program was much
more than a pious hope or a string
of empty pledges to long-dead beliefs.
Instead of looking to its "share," the
labor movement presented a whole
series of social objectives. These goals
among others stood out: security of
employment, adequacy of income, limitations upon the power of big business
and monopoly, the maintenance of civil
liberties and democratic rights, and the
establishment Of a Good Neighbor foreign policy. Labor pursued these ends
by all kinds of independent political action, by working with various non-labor groups in the country and by
actively supporting legislation which
opened up completely new areas of government responsibility and activity.
There were no important national issues on which labor did not have a.valid position—if it affected the people,
the unions were concerned and ready
to act.
LABOR ONCE LED FIGHT
These political and legislative objectives were not grafted onto the labor
movement. They were the direct ex-

- ECONOMIC RECESSION :Today there is no disagreement
among the experts that the :United
States has already _slid into a _serious
economic recession. The economic -signposts point to a considerable decline in
output, income, and employment in the
next months. Whatever difference of
opinion there is among the experts
refers only to .the depth and duration
of the slump which is now underway.
Evefy day there are reports of new
layoffs, particularly in basic industries.
In addition most industries have large
over-capacity and have cut down on
expenditures for new plant and equipment. Sales of new cars have been disappointing. Housing is still depressed
and will continue this way until down
payments and the duration of mortgages has been adjusted.
Meanwhile, the arguments about
what should be done and how it should
be done going on in the top circles of
Washington couldn't be more unrealistic or further from the point. It is
obvious, for example, that the proposals being advanced to cope with the
economic recession are completely indifferent to the kind of basic public
policy consideration for which the
ILWU has always stood—the belief
that the government should serve the

On Domestic, Political
And Economic Outlook
I.
There has seldom been a time in
America's peacetime history when the
country was more -in need of the vision
and guidance which a vigorous, democratic and independent labor movement
can give to our political life. Over the
past ten years each of the major political Parties had an opportunity to try
its hand at running the affairs of this
nation. It's a toss up as to which group
did a more ,miserable and incompetent
job for the people.
Part of the explanation.of the shopworn level of American political life today lies in the fact that it was in this
same past decade that the leaders of
the labor movement traded off their
political independence for a handful .of
White House favors; labor's traditional
independence was replaced by a mealymouthed evasion of controversy with
the powers that be. And now the official spokesman of labor, George Meany,

sums up the position in which the
unions—and the nation—find themselves by proclaiming: "We have no
argument with the system; we just
want our share."
LABOR ABDICATED POWER
In this point of view lies the tragedy
of labor's ineffectiveness and the terms
of labor's abdication of its responsibility to help determine America's future.
This is so because labor and the common people have never been able to
improve the standard of living and the
democratic decencies—much less increase their "share"—when their power
was not used in an independent offensive and an "argument with the system." This is why we must anticipate
that Congress and the political leaders
of the country will continue to write
laws and policies which have little to
do with the people's needs and aspirations; and that this will go on so long
as the great power of the union move-

Here's Gist of Statements
DOMESTIC OUTLOOK: "The US has slid into a serious economic recession. ... These problems can't be solved by/TV and
sympathy.... The only prop to a sagging economy is higher wages
and spending power in the hands of the working people.... It's
a tossup as to which political party has done a more miserable
and incompetent job for the people. (spokesmen for the American labor movement h(Ive) traded off their political independence for a handful of White House favors. ... The ILWU has
never believed that political alliances ... are any substitute for
the economic power of the union ...(the union) has always believed that the government should serve the needs of the people
and not that the people should sacrifice for the government....
There has seldom been a tinte in America's peacetime history
when the country was more in need of the vision and guidance
which a vigorous, democratic and independent labor movement
cart give to our political life. ..."
WORLD SITUATION: "Our century is a century of revolution ... never before have so many people been moving with such
purpose and direction to change and improve their lives.... Meanwhile, the United States and the Soviet Union each possess weapons
which can put (in end to life on Earth. The critical pro blent now
is how best to employ human intelligence for the salvation of mankind. ILWU has urged...that there were no differences so great
that they could not be negotiated ...and that war was no alternative today.... The two most important requirements today:
(1) Negotiate differences, reduce armaments, end nuclear bomb
testing. (2) Open up trade_tvith all countries of the world and
use the resources of America for the broadest kind of economic
aid with no strings attached."
•
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Board members Maletta and Andrews: in the background are David Thompson,
educational director in Hawaii and his wife.
pression of labor's battles to organize
and to bargain and of its insistence
that the system had an obligation to
the mass of the people which came
even before the protection of property
and the accumulation of profits. Although most of labor's political objectives were admittedly aimed at protecting those interests of the workers
which the union—under prevailing conditions—were unable to protect, nevertheless there was also apparent in these
policies the beginnings of a broad sense
of social responsibility which no other
major group in the country demonstrated. Unions in advancing and in
fighting for such political objectives
were carrying out their obligations to
the entire nation. This was something
over and above,increasing their "share"
or their "cut" through collective bargaining with the employers. This explained the widespread support and
sympathy the unions received from so
many people outside the labor movement.
The ILWU has never believed that
political alliances or even legislative
victories are any substitute for the
economic power of the union. On the
other hand, we have always held that
American unionism must have a wider
social purpose than the bare establishment of collective bargaining;
otherwise, it becomes inevitable -that in
the long run the working people will
--never come to enjoy the full benefits of
society and of its great wealth. Thus
the same pressures which drive workers to organize themselves into unions
drive them to do more as well. The
great trouble in 1958 is that political
decisions—which someone once described as "who gets how much of
what"—are made quite independently
of the purposes which the working people would like td see served.

needs of the people and not that the
people should sacrifice for the government.
MORE OF THE SAME
For example, the Republicans still
'stand fast for a balanced budget and
business as usual. They hopefully expect that the recession will blow itself
out like an early morning fog. The'
Democrats, seizing upon the sputnik
and the recession are demanding substantial increases in military expenditures and more war preparations as an
answer to the domestic and foreign
policy crisis in which the government
now finds itself.
Neither party promises anything
whatsoever for the 'members of this
union except more of what we're now
having. We want less not more of this
kind of an approach.
`TV AND SYMPATHY'
Problems can't be solves! by "TV and
sympathy." -Nor can a stepped up program of military spending-by-itself reverse the down trend. The • expanded
missile program is expected to pour
$2 billion into the economy; but this
total amounts to only one half of one
per cent of the value of all the goods
produced in our country. You can't prop
up a sagging $425 billion economy by
turning $2 billion loose in it. The only
really effective prop to the economy is
to increase the wages and spending
power of the working people.
There seems to be one field in which
both parties do agree legislation is urgently needed. "Curbing the power of
the unions" has become a good political
slogan, once again. And we can expect
that as the economic difficulties increase, and as more and more Americans feel the pinch, there will be plenty
of politicians holding up the labor

(Continued on next page)
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Increase Human Welk]. e, Negotiate for Peace
On the

orld Situation

"However weary the Russians may
be of negotiating with us—and their
action at New York indicates that they
are indeed weary—and however weary
we may be of negotiating with them,
neither side has any. alternative that
mankind can accept. When we have
done rattling our H-bombs and they
have finished flourishing their missiles
—the conference table remains as the
only battleground that can be countenanced by civilized mankind. The
-forces now opposed to each other, some
Board members Becker and Duarte; coast labor relations committeeman Bodine place and sometime, must sit down arid
work out a system of coexistence, not
and Second Vice President Bulcke.
in an atmosphere of diplomatic contest,
movement as the reason for everyone's rations. "Guns, not butter" is no slogan not in a spirit of advantage seeking.
The great powers can yet succeed, if
troubles and worries.
for the American people.
•
they bring to the conference chamber
It is not surprising that when the
Moreover, the danger is that once the hope of securing only one kind of
labor movement abdicates • its role embarked on heavier military spending,
advantage—the advantage to all humany reactionary, backward politicians the climate in the United States will
manity."
from the South, and ambitious anti- become increasingly hostile to the civil
Washington Post, November 6, 1957.
labor office-seekers from California rights of racial and national minority
I.
and elsewhere, can wheel and deal in groups, to trade unions, and to the
CENTURY
OF
REVOLUTION
an attempt to grab political and eco- democratic liberties of the American
Our century is a century of revolunomic power for themselves. Because people as a whole. Secretary of State
labor spokesmen stand for no independ- Dulles himself emphasized this when tion. And we Americans must come to
ent program in which all Americans he responded to the Russian sputnik terms with it.
Never before in the history of manof goodwill can find some answers to by warning that "tile American people
their problems, major political leaders must be prepared to give up some of kind have such giant steps been taken
in understanding and applying to
dare campaign today for ending the their marginal freedoms."
man's benefit so many of the secrets
40-hour week. or saddling new, restricMORE FREEDOM—NOT LESS
of
nature. Never before have so many
tive legislation on the labor unions.
On the contrary, and despite Dulles'
And these—along with truculence and proposal that people start sacrificing, people been moving with such purpose
belligerence overseas—are offered as this is a time for more freedoms for and _direction to change and improve
solutions to the material and emotional the American people—not less—and their own lives.
On the one hand the technological
insecurities which have seized so many for a higher standard of living and not
and scientific discoveries have proof our fellow Americans.
a declining one.
claimed what men can do to alter their
If, as the ILWU believes, the recesThe ILWU Executive Board pledges environment and to live richer and
sion is serious and could well become to use these simple
benchmarks to fuller lives. On the other, the social
more so, it is doubly important to be- measure all
political 'figures and do- revolution, differing from place to
gin thinking of a people's program
mestic policies in the months ahead. place and from peoples to peoples
which tries to meet the problem at the
However, we have no illusions that marks out the particular road men are
same time that it takes the burden off
either of the major political parties travelling in order to build a society
the backs of the workers, small busi-

imagination in working out international relations between these two competing systems as men have already
shown in solving technical problems.
NEGOTIATE TO LIVE
The needs of the times and the absolute necessity for negotiations and
settlements cannot be fully recognized
unless the changes in World affairs dictated by the new weapons is first understood.
We now live in a world in which
neither of the two most powerful nations—the United States and the USSR.
—can impose on the other by force or
the threat of force any terms which
smack of surrender. The H-bomb, the
A-bomb, and the intercontinental ballistic missile have ended the era in
international relations when one major
power could use force to impose its
will on another.
When we have reached a point where
neither side through winning a war
can dictate the terms of a peace, negotiation, compromise and agreement become the only possible outcome. The
ILWU has urged negotiation of international differences on every occasion
since the end of World War II. Our
concern was dictated by the conviction
that there were no differences so great
that they could not be negotiated—,
and that war was no alternative today.
Each month that passes while re-enforcing the union in its position adds
a note of urgency to the re-assertions
of the need for action.
DRAIN OF ENDLESS ARMING
Enormous wealth and resources continue to be poured into the military
machines of most nations. Even some
of the poorest and most impoverished
countries in the world maintain large
standing armies, air forces, modern
weapons and all the other paraphernalia of war. Such backward and poverty,
stricken lands as South Korea, Turkey,
the countries of the Middle East divert
substantial parts of their national income for arms and armaments.
This is a drain Which seems to have
no end. And in many instances the
economic assistance program of the
United States to under-developed court.
tries has put a premium on those countries which increase their military
activities.
Among the great powers the situa4
ton of drain and waste is the same.
France today is bankrupt from spending'over one million dollars each day
in a bloody, futile war in Algeria. England too maintains a. standing army,
a fleet and an air force far out of line
with what its income or its peoples
needs would normally permit. There is
no question that the countries of the
socialist and communist world too have
thrown men, materials and skills into
military machines when these resources
could be better employed in the, peoples' interests.
'BALANCE OF TERROR'
In the United States the pattern • is
the same; although so far the wealth
and prosperity of recent years has
insulated the people from really feeling the burden of the armaments program. This may not continue to be so
if the economic climate takes a turn
for the worse.
Yet all of this pouring' out of wealth
would be ludicrous if it were not so
dangerous. Who will dare unleash a
war if mutual destruction is a probability if not a certainty? We live in a
(Continued on Page 12)

nessmen, and small farmers.
MINVer6(
There are constructive and worthwhile policies which could be followed
both at home and aboard in any serious
program aimed at turning the corner
of the recession and at the same lime
furthering the principles and the ideals
for which the United States has always
stood.
PROGRAM FOR PEOPLE
For one, wide-scale slum clearance
and the construction of decent, cheap
housing is sorely needed. But .an adequate program can be put into effect
Board Members Arena, Schmidt and Piercy.
only by massive expenditures by the
federal government. For another, our
American educational system needs a will immediately respond to the needs which uses the nation's wealth for the
complete overhauling and not token of our times along the lines proposed benefit of the.nation's peoples.
The convulsions shaking the world
expenditures to try to train a few more by the ILWU. On the other hand, we
propose
to
sit
out
the
political
do
not
have
produced two world wars in the
scientists. A national health program,
including medical services, hospitaliza- contests because our point of view is last forty years and a major worldtion and expansion of medical educa- not clearly and unequivocally put for- wide depression. Empires and governtion and research is badly needed in ward, or because an ideally independ- ments have collapsed, fascism rose and
ent form of labor political activity is fell, the socialist world was born. and
the United States.
not yet established.
the colonial world is rapidly being
These are but a few examples. Yet
The ILWU is ready to meet with broken up into new and independent
President Eisenhower in his State of
the Union message, with which the anybody and everybody. It is time that nations.
Meanwhile, in the past decade scienDemocratic leadership in Congress people who agree even on the most
agrees, emphasizes belt-tightening and minimum 'of a decent program sat tific discoveries have been applied to
sacrifice in precisely these areas. In down together to see what they can do the development of new weapons of
the few years since Eisenhower has by pooling their strength and their destruction with such great success
and ingenuity that we now find ourbeen in office, the population of the influence.
selves in desperate danger of destroyILWU PROGRAM
United States has increased by 13 milThese are the planks which we feel ing ourselves. It is no exaggeration to
lion. And simply to relieve the pressure
say that today the United States and
on existing facilities for all these new could well be agreed upon:
(1) Fight the increased power of the Soviet Union each possess weapons
'people demands an expansion and not
which can put an end,to -the life of man
a constriction of spending on schools, monopoly and big business.
(2) Begin to use the nation's natural on earth.
hospitals, homes, recreation facilities,
resources for the people's welfare.
The critical problem now is how best
and roads. We are not getting them.
(3) Use the nation's wealth for a to employ human intelligence for the
And what could be of greater benefit to the American economy—and to national health program, for an im- salvation of mankind. Science and techthe American people—than a program proved educational system and for sim- nology have spoken—it is now up to
of increased trade with the entire world ilar objectives which private enterprise men to display the same creativity and
has failed to provide.
coupled with heavy economic aid to
(4) Negotiate away international
the under-developed countries of Asia
differences to help build a more peaceand Africa? Such expenditures would ful world; open up trade with
all counstimulate American industry and for- tries and extend economic aid without
eign trade at the sameetime that they strings or commitments.
(5) Resist to the utmost by political,
won us new friends in an increasingly
and where necessary economic action
unfriendly world.
These are examples of the kind of any further restrictions on labor's right
public policies in which the ILWU be- to organize?kbargain and strike; and to
lieves, in contrast to the proposals for gain an ever increasing share of the
cutting back on every front in order nation's wealth through shorter hours
to provide more dollars for war prepa- and improved'living standards.
Board members Johnstone, Kawamura and Morimoto.
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Ike's School Plan Blasted;
Creates 'Military Monsters'
(Front the Dispatcher's Washington Office)

WASHINGTON, D. C. — A strong
bla s t against the Administration's
space-age education program has come
from Carl J. Megel, president of the
American Federation of Teachers
(AFL-CIO).
Megel said the President's proposal
overlooked "the education of all children for national strength and peaceful
leadership, in favor of a program to
develop military monsters by emphasis
on science and mathematics alone."
Megel claimed at least $16 billion was
needed to bring the public school system up to date. He said the Administration's proposal to spend $1 billion
in. F eder al funds on education was
"many years too late and insufficient

to solve the whole issue of the future."
The Administration's education program, as outlined in the President's
Budget Message, calls for Federal aid
in the amount of $1 billion spread over
a 4-year period to be used mainly for
graduating more and better schentists.
The new program completely ignored
last year's White House request for
Federal aid for school construction, a
proposal that was narrowly defeated in
Congress last summer.
According to the Secretary of Health,
Education and Welfare, there was a
shortage—as of last spring—of some
159,000 classrooms. In addition, schools
then in operation were overflowing
with about 2% million children above
capacity.'

More of Executive Board
On the World Situation
(Continued from Page 11)
world of "a balance of terror" while
the arms race continues despite the
fact that these arms could only be
used in a war in which there was no
victor.
Or are we to take satisfaction in the
belief that these weapons will be used
only for "small wars" and that a major
world-wide catastrophe can be prevented because the Russians can be
trusted not to be so foolhardy as to
start a war which neither they nor we
could win? It's an odd twist to be told
that on the one hand we can't negotiate
an agreement with the Russians because they're not to be trusted while
on the other hand we can -trust them
only to fight small wars.
NEW PATHS FOR'MANKIND
The social and national revolutions
which the American people must accept
as irrevocable take the form of the
decision by the newly independent,
formerly colonial countries, to end poverty, underfeeding, disease, arid illiteracy. Once the new countries became
free to make their own policies, based
on their own views of their own interests. they refused to be bound by the
ways of the past or to conduct their
revolutions American style.
Indonesia for example started by trying to establish a democracy modeled
after the teachings of Jefferson, Paine
- and other great American leaders. But
the problems ,to be solved are so pressing and the needs of the people so
urgent that new forms of governing
and new methods had to be worked
out. India is trying to follow one path,
China another.
Among the most recent countries to
move off on its-own is the little country
of Ghana in Africa. When asked
whether he would try to build a capitalist-democracy, similar to that of the
United States, The leader of Ghana replied that his country was too poor
to afford such a luxury.
IN AMERICAN TRADITION
These vast changes taking place
within so many countries will not be
reversed by outside resistance or oppo-

Crosby Reelected
Local President
SEATTLE — Frank H. Crosby was
re-elected president of ILWU Warehouse Local 9 here in balloting held.
late in December. Paul E. Morris is
vice president and Hugh R. Bradshaw
is secretary-treasurer and business
agent.
Other officers elected are Walter R.
Clarke, recording secretary; Glen C.
•Bierhaus, sergeant-at-arms, and Alvin
E. Rudd as trustee for the three-year
term.
The executive board includes: A. H.
Little, Andrew Huling, Earl W.
Kemper, Charley M. Cummings, Fred
H. Timm, William D. Lynch, Thomas
Overby, C. F. Thomason, Thomas
Dochard and Lyle Crews. The grievance
committee includes: William D. Lynch,
. Wilbur Yielding, Don Miller, Glen Bierhaus, James Overby, James Duggan
and William Wieling.

sition. We in the United States may not
like what's going on—but we should
remember there was once a time in
our own .history when not one single
powerful nation in the world approved
of the revolution going on here. Yet the
movement was neither arrested nor
reversed.
The need today is that once recognizing what is going on, the American
people begin to use the vast resources
of our land to help and not to hinder
these revolutions. In the Middle East,
in Africa and in Asia- the people desperately need a lift-up as they struggle
to reconstruct their economies and
move them into the twentieth century.
Whether the State Department admits it or not the competition and the
race between the capitalist and the socialist world in the under-developed
countries is going on full blast. And
this is the competition which will determine the future. Not the race to
see who can build the biggest missile or
who can shoot up the largest satellite.

NO CAUSE FOR SMUGNESS
In this arena we have little to be
smug about. Most recently the State
Department revealed that in ten middle-Eastern and Asian under-developed
nations the Soviet Union spent $1.5 billion over,the past two and a half years.
The United States total for the same
period and places came to about $900
million. Soviet aid and trade seems to
come with few or no strings attached,
at low interest rates and with no restrictions or qualifications. American
aid is believed by these people to carry
with it economic, political, and military
entanglements with U. S. policies.
'Vet there is no reason why the
United States cannot take on the Russians' challenge and try to beat them
at this game. The ILWU does not argue
that because the Russians embark on
any one program the United States
should move right in and try to do it
better.
However, in the field of economic aid
tb the under-developed countries there
is no alternative. We must participate
on the grounds of self-interest as well
as those of humanity and brotherhood.
NEGOTIATE AND 4TRADE
These then are the two most important requirements today to remake
American foreign policy so that it begins to express the interests of the
American people:
(1) Negotiate differences, reduce
armaments, end nuclear bomb,
testing.
(2) Open up trade with all countries of the world and use the
resources of America for the
broadest kind of economic aid
, with no strings attached.
Great and powerful as the two giants
of the world are today, neither will
ever concede to the other the right to
negotiate over its continued existence.
Nor can either force the other into
such negotiations or into surrender. To
us the solution is simple—negotiate and
compromise those issues which lend
themselves to such a solution. In turn
this means that both nations and the
systems their people choose to live
under will continue to exist side by
side in the world today.

ITH INTENSE satisfaction we
can record the victory of ILWU
Local 26 in the National Labor Relations Board election held this week in
the wholesale drug industry. We should
also add it was not an easy victory; it
took the most aggressive day-to-day
hard work. And I hope it opened up
many eyes, as it did mine. I've been
giving a lot of thought to the experiences in this election and what it means
as far as our union is concerned.
Let's start with this question: have
we been taking our union for granted?
For so many years we have talked
about our union's development, how it
wag born and grew and its glorious
militant past. This election experience
convinced me that everything that
might have been in the past is not necessarily still so.
• A rank and file worker today reflects today's problems and not what
might have been the problems of another time. Our ranks, in the main,
reflect the thinking of any other group
of organized workers.
There's been a great turnover in
membership of our organization in the
last 20 years. If ten percent of the
original membership is still in the
union it is a high average in most locals.
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SITUATION existed in Local 26
in which groups of workers in the
wholesale drug industry had been represented by ILWU for some 20 years.
Approximately 500 workers were in the
group. Before the contract expired
ILWU was challenged by the Teamsters
on the question of representation.
On careful study and investigation
we found that the challenge that faced
us wasn't so tTitch that workers who
had been represented :by us wanted
some other organization as much as
the fact that they were dissatisfied
with the way things were going in that
local.
Although ILWU won by a substantial majority the fact is that close to
200 workers expressed dissatisfaction
by voting against ILWU—voting either
for the Teamsters or for no union at
all.
Whenever this condition exists it
proves one thing as far as my experience is concerned: the machinery for
taking care of the day to day problems
of organization has broken down.
In.such situations a careful examination shows that the day-to-day functions of the shop steward system has
disintegrated. I stressed the shop steward system because it is the backbone
of any union. The shop stewards in the
real sense are the official representatives of the union on the job.
How does such a breakdown come
about? Leaders in unions are supposed
to lead—not be led. And a shop steward
should be in every sense' a leader,
elected by his fellow workers because
of the trust they place in him.
In situations like this where a steward has lost contact with the member-
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ship one can also assume that the local
leaders have lost contact with the steward. The entire chain of leadership then
becomes broken into various links, none
of which have the ability to pull together, to carry the load.
In those instances where a shop committee is doing a good job—and there
are plenty of these too—one often finds
their performance is ahead of the leadership.
Isn't it time we all woke up to some
of these facts of life? Isn't it time that
officers at every level gave - more
thought to this chain of leadership
which is no stronger than any of its
links and put a stop to any of the
damnable armchair direction that has
plagued so many other unions, that has
caused the dry rot of business unionism
—the deadly disease affecting so many
unions in America today?
The best leaders in a union headquarters can't do much without field
leadership—field *leadership that can
be respected. Let's not kid ourselves
that officers on. any level always reflect the thinking of the rank and file.
Only those officers who move in the
midst of the rank and file are able to
reflect their thinking.
HE ENTIRE experience of the Local 26 election — and subsequent
victory—has been a breath of fresh air
for me. I'm sure that every one of our
locals in various divisions are confronted by similar problems. What I've
had to say about this isn't really meant
to reflect on just one specific group.
And the rank and file of every division
—waterfront, warehouse and other—
should find some food for thought in
this. And ask some pointed questions:
are elected officers of each division-doing what they should be doing to protect the jurisdiction of the rank and
file in their division as the scope of
jurisdiction is being narrowed by
changes in working conditions.
These are merely a few examples of
the need for officers, leaders on every
level, being in constant contact with
the rank and file, with the job. Getting
the membership mobilized to protect
our work will take the full time of
every local and national officer. Moving into the field, where the work is,
has proved to me that the job can be
done.
To those who worked so hard to insure ILWU's victory against the Teamsters in Los Angeles, congratulations
are certainly due. To those who did not
pull their full weight, there are lessons
to be learned for the future.
This much we've all learned — it
takes work. There is no alternative, no
short cut for hard work. It can't be
ducked, it can't be sidestepped. When
the rank and file in the Los Angeles
drug industry finally got a full picture
of what was at stake they responded
magnificently. When the issues were
laid squarely- before them they went to
work. And by working together we
won.
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Farmer Gets 3c 1 You Pay 22c
The government price index has
been hitting an all-time high. It has
been going up steadily and one of the
principal reasons for the increase has
been the higher and higher cost of
food.
"Well, anyway," one might say,
"the farmers needed it; they've not
been doing too well for a long time."
But what's the score with the
farmers? The fact is that the prices
received by farmers went down 22
per cent from 1951 to 1956.
What's the explanation? The answer is supplied by a rgcent publication of the House Committee on Agri-

culture, entitled "Food Cost Trends."
The'report says: "When city families purchase bread or prepared cereal* products they pay mostly for
processing, packaging, and distributing the product; very little goes to
the farmer for the raw product. For
example, there is less than 3 cents
worth of farm-produced corn in a 22cent packagelabf corn flakes and only
4 cents worth of wheat in a 28-cent
package of soda crackers. The pound
loaf of bread that sold at retail for
an average price of 17.9 cents in 1956
contained wheat having a farm value
of 2.6 cents."

